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This is our Principal  James Newman

We also have 4 Vice Principals who help him to 
manage the school. Bill, Melissa, Sarah and Jo



Our main building is the Stephenson 
Building. Here are all the students 
aged 11-16 just like in secondary 

school



Helen, Kay and Sarah work on our 
Reception desk. 



This is our main reception and 
entrance area



We have 4 corridors here at Abbey Hill which 
each have a colour – red, blue, green and yellow
There is a map to help you find your way around 



This is the green corridor. Here we have our soft play room, medical room and some 
classrooms for students with more complex needs. This is also where our Tuck shop is 
at break time. We line up in this corridor for lunch. The doors at the end lead us out to 

the Lower school yard 



This is the red corridor. Here we have the art room, the HFS room, 2 ICT suites 
and the music room. The door at the end leads out to the MUGA, field and 

the Upper school yard.



This is the yellow corridor. Here we have the English 
and Science classrooms. It is also where the library and 

the Rainbow Room are.



Finally, we have the blue corridor. This is where the 
staffroom, the CDT room and the PE changing rooms 

are. If you follow it to the end you will come to the Hall



This is our Hall, which we use for 
Assemblies and Lunchtimes



This is our DT room. 
Paul is the DT Teacher and Geoff is his assistant  



This is our Library



This is our Rainbow Room. We use this as a safe space to relax or 
if we need somewhere private to talk to a member of staff. Some 

of our students use it to speak to their counsellors, social 
workers or just for meetings. 





We have 2 ICT rooms. James and 
Lester teach Computing



Jane teaches us how to cook and sew. 
Sue is the TA



Helen is our Art teacher  



Erin, Jo and Alison teach English



Rachel and Claire teach Maths



Simon and Emma teach PE



Some of our students work in Base 1 
with Kate and Amanda and the rest of 

the team 



We have an ELB where we have some 
lessons. We also grow our own vegetables 

and flowers.



We have a MUGA where we play 
football and breaks and lunchtime



This is our playground



Tutor groups
Each student is allocated to a tutor group in Year 7.

Each group has either 12 or 15 students in it. 

They have a tutor who usually remains the same from 
Year 7 – Year 11

Each group also has an SNA (Special Needs Assistant) who is with 
the group at all times, lesson to lesson as they go around the 

school. 



Tutor Groups
Each group follow their own class timetable and move around the 
school lesson to lesson.
They all have their own tutor room where they go first thing on a 
morning at 8.55 until 9.15 and also from 3.00pm until the end of 
the day at 3.15.
Each tutor group have their own rewards and tutor boards and 
there are class photos on the wall outside each room 



Tutor Groups
Photos of staff are displayed on classroom doors like this:

Peter

Angela
Lynsey



We use pictoral timetables for everybody and 
we all have a Home School book for those 

important messages



House Teams 
We have 4 house teams -Whitby, 
Saltburn, Durham and Redcar.
Students are allocated into a 
house team in Year 7 and they 
stay until Year 11.
In Year 10 and 11 the students 
have the chance to become House 
and Vice captains. Students collect 
Abbey Tickets for good work and 
these are posted in their 
corresponding house team box. 
Tickets are counted up at the end 
of each half term and the winning 
team receives the trophy and a 
special house treat



Sports events – we have sports day 
every year when we compete for our 

House teams!



Other annual events include
Children in Need 

Comic Relief
International Day 

Summer Fayre
and any other excuse to dress up really!!! 



We do lots of work throughout the 
year on E-safety and also Anti -Bullying



Leavers Prom 
At the end of year 11 the students all attend 

their prom 



We love being part of the Abbey Hill 
family and we know you will too!
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